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The following result has been known for a long time: let 0 < IY c: 2?r and let S 
be the sector {z f 0 and arg z # N( + 2Kn)} of the complex plane; let (u,) be a 
given infinite sequence of complex numbers; then there exists a holomorphic 
function on S which admits the formal power series xi-; ~,a” as asymptotic 
expansion at the origin. A first generalization of this result to the infinite dimen- 
sional case is given by the author (A result of existence of holomorphic maps 
which admit a given asymptotic expansion, in “Advances in Holomorphy” 
(J. A. Barroso, Ed.), in press). We give here an improvement of this last result, 
based upon a different proof. Then we give two counterexamples showing that 
our assumptions on the spaces are essential. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
A Hausdorff locally convex space is denoted by “1.c.s.” If V is a convex 
balanced neighborhood of the origin in a 1~s. E, we denote by EY the normed 
vector space associated to the gauge of V, and by s: E - E, the canonical 
surjection map. If F is a 1.c.s. and B a convex balanced bounded subset of F 
we denote by FB the vector span of B, normed with the gauge of B, and by 
i: FB +F the canonical injection map. 
If E and F are two l.c.s.‘s we denote by L(E, F) the vector space of the linear 
continuous maps from E into F, and by L,,,(E”; F) the vector space of the 
n-linear symmetric continuous maps from En into F. If u is in L,,,(E”; F) we 
write u(P) for 
24(x, x )...) x) . 
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All the E and F spaces considered here are complex. If Q is an open set in E 
we say that a map f : Q --f F is holomorphic iff it is G-analytic and continuous; 
we denote by P(s1, F) the vector space of the holomorphic maps from Q to F. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let E be a complex 1.~. such that for each countable sequence (V,) of 
neighborhoods of 0 there exists a sequence (pn > 0) such that fin p,,,l/n is still 
a neighborhood of 0 in E. Let E’ denote the dual of E. 
Let IEE’, Z#O, and CVER, with O<ol<2n. 
Let Q = (X c E such that Z(x) # 0 and arg E(x) # 01+ 2k?r, k E Z). 
Let F be a complex Frtchet space. 
Let us E F, u, EL(E, F) ,..., Vq > 2, uq E L,,,(Eq; F) be a given infinite sequence. 
THEOREM. There exists an f E S(sZ, F) an a convex balanced neighborhood d 
V of the origin in E such that for each q E N, 
f(x) = i 4x9 + (II x IIv), El?(X), XESZ, 
i=O 
whereEP(X)~OinFifIIXIIV -+ 0 and if x remains in any set 
K, = {x E V n Sz such that 1 Z(x)\ >, (l/p) I/ x Ijy} (P E W 
Furthermore f may be chosen bounded on a nezghbourhood of each point of Q. 
Remark 1. E may be a Banach space or a strong dual of a FrCchet space (in 
particular a Silva space, hence the result in [2] is a particular case of the theorem 
above). When E = F = @ and Z(X) = x one recovers the classical result [l, 41 
stated in the Abstract. 
Remark 2. We are going to see by two counterexamples that the above 
hypothesis on E is essential even if F = C and that the hypothesis that F is a 
Frechet space is essential even if E = @. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first prove three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a complex normed space; let 1 E E’ with 1 # 0; let IY E [w 
with 0 < a < 2~. Let 
Q = (x E E such that Z(x) # 0 and arg Z(x) # 01+ 2kp, k E Z> 
and let K, = {x E 52 such that I Z(x)1 > (I/n) I/ x ]I}. Let r E N be a given number. 
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Then there exists a holomorphic function y: 52 -+ @ such that 
(i) SUP,,R I r(x)1 < +a, 
(ii) Vj~E((jy(x)- 1 j/(jjxjj)j)-0 when jJxJI+O and ~~52, 
(iii) for each n E fV there exists A, > 0 such that 1 r(x)1 < /\,//I x Ilr+l for 
every x in K, . 
Proof. Let A = (x E @ such that z # 0 and arg z # 01 + 2&r}. Consider the 
function /3: A ---f @ defined in [2] and define 
y verifies (i), (ii), and (iii) from the proofs given at the end of [2]. a 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a complex normed space and F a complex Banach space 
with norms respectively denoted by (( (( and (1 (IF . Let I, (Y, ~3, K,, be as inLemma 1. 
Let f E &‘(Q, F) be such that 
(9 ~uP~dl,llrll<~ llf m < + aJ for evHY 4 E M 
(ii) for each i E N there exists an element ai E Li,JEi; F) (a,(f) E F) sub 
that for every q E N 
f(x) = i ai (xi) + (It x I!)* l g,fW 
i=O 
(x E Q), 
where Q,~(x) -+ 0 in F when II x II -+ 0 and x remains in any set K,, . 
(iii) ai(f)=OforO<i,<rforsomerE:N. 
Then there exists a map 
IO? 1[ Z(f-4 F) 
6 ‘g8 
such that 
SUP II d4lP < +GQ foreveryqE N, (0) 
XER 
llm3 
V6 and vp~kJ$$$-+O when IIxII-+O, 
X 
(1) 
yn sup IV(x) - &>llF+ 0 
pg~n m41, II f WllF) 
when 6 -+ 0, (2) 
yn sup llf(4 -&w+. 
II x IIT XEK, 
IIdS 
when s-+0. (3) 
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Proof. We first remark that there exists a holomorphic function 7: Q -+ C 
such that 
(a) SUP,,, I 77WI < +a, 
(b) V~~E:(l~(~)I/(lI~ll~))~O,whenI/xII~Oandx~SZ, 
(c) 1 1 - y(x)\ < X,/l\ x llr+l, for every x in K,, 
(if one chooses 71 = 1 - y, this follows immediately from Lemma 1). Let now 
g&4 = &4Q.f( h b x o viously g, is in &‘(Q, F) and satisfies the property (0). 
From (b) it follows that for each 6 > 0, 
VP E N II gd4 IIF ~ 0 
(II x II”) 
if (( x II-+ 0 and x E 1;2; hence we have (l), 
f(4 - g&> = (1 - rl (+))fw. 
First case. If x is in K, and /I x I( < 61/s, 
IIf@) - &)llF d M IIf(4l~ > where M=supIl--+)l<+co. XER 
From assumptions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2 it follows that Ilf(~)l[~ < A:(\1 x ll)r+l 
(forsomeh; >O)ifxisinK,and(lxI[ is small enough, hence in these conditions 
for x we have 
IIf(4 - .&)lb G MUII x II)‘“. 
Hence for 6 > 0 small enough we have 
and also 
iif@) - &dx)b < j,,fQ1/2 
(II x II)’ 
Second case. If x is in K,, and II x 11 3 P12, then 
Hence if II x II < 1, 
(1) 
(4 
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Hence 
for some M’ > 0. 
Furthermore we have /[f(x) - g,(x)ll, < i/f(~)l]~ hJ(T+1)/2, hence 
IIf - g&)llF 
max(l, ,,f(x),,F) G hP2 (if * < 1). 
(3) 
(4) 
Result (2) in the statement of Lemma 2 follows from formulas (2) and (4) 
above and result (3) follows from formulas (I) and (3) above. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a complex normed space and F a complex Banach space; 
let 1, a, Q, K, be as above. 
Let u,, E F, u1 E L(E, F), and k’q 3 2, u, E L&Eq; F) be a given injkite sequence. 
Then there exists a map f E &‘(A?, F) such that for each q E N, 
where l Q(x) -+ 0 if I] x jj + 0 and x remains in any set K, . 
Proof. We may assume that u. = 0. 
Let 
Then 
T,(x) = c ui(xi). 
lQ<m 
Tm+&) - K&4 = um,W+“). 
From Lemma 2 with f = T,,, - T, it follows that for each l m > 0 there 
exists a map g, in Z&Q, F) such that 
for every q E N, (0) 
yp E N 11 gm(X)~~F - 0 
(II x II>” ’ 
when /I x /I --f 0, (1) 
I/ Tm+&) - Tndx) - &dx)/IF 
zyFrn max(l, II T,+&) - T&)b> ’ Em ’ (2) 
sup II Tm+&) - T&9 - g&h < E 
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In particular if x E K,,, it follows from (2) that 
II T,+,(x) - T,(x) - gm(x)IIF G cm m=(l, It ~m+l(xm+lN~)- 
Hence if we choose a sequence (cm > 0) sufficiently fastly decreasing to 0: Vx c Q 
the series 
z. (~m+dx) - TvL(x) - &n(x)) 
is absolutely convergent uniformly in a neighborhood of x; hence, if we notef(x) 
its sum, the map f thus defined is in .X(52; F). 
It follows from (1) that for each K E N, 
where +Jx) + 0 if I] x II--+ 0 and x E QR. 
Hence for every NE N, 
f(x) = g %+l(x”+l) + II x IIN+l 44 + c Gcn+dx) - ~wdx) - &WY 
7lZ=O Wt>N 
whereE(x)-+OifIIxII-+OandxEQ. 
From (3) and the fact that K, C K,, for each p E N it follows that 
,,2,,>1 11 m,cN+l (em+&) - L(x) - &r&9) 1iF G j,F,, %) (II x II)“‘” SUP 
XSKN 
and from (1) it follows that 
I/ TN+2(x) - TN+l(x) - gN+l(x)llF < 11 uN+2(xN+2)11F + (Ii x II)“” EN+l(X), 
hence the result if furthermore we choose &zr 6, < + co. H 
Proof of the theorem. We are now in the hypothesis of the theorem. Lemma 6 
of [3] asserts that, due to the assumptions on E and F, each ui is bounded on a 
neighborhood of 0 of (E)i and furthermore, from the beginning of the proof of 
the theorem of [3], it follows that there exists a convex balanced neighborhood of 
0, denoted by V, in E and a convex balanced bounded set B in F such that F, 
is a Banach space and u. E FB . and, that for each i 3 1, ui[( v)i] is a bounded 
subset of FB . 
Since 1 is in E’, we may choose V such that 1 is bounded on V. Let 1 E (E,)’ be 
the quotient map obtained from 1. Let 
ih = (3 E EY such that j(n) # 0 and arg l(k) # 01 + %r}. 
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Obviously s(Q) C 0 and also (with obvious notations) s(K,) C &, . Denote by 
4, the quotient map obtained from Ui; then zii EL&(E”)~; F,). 
Apply Lemma 3 with E, ,a, K, , (r&N , andF, . We obtain a mapf E Z’($, 
FB) and we have the following diagram: 
It suffices to take f = i .f. s. 1 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLE SHOWING THAT THE ASSUMPTION THAT 
F Is A FRBCHET SPACE Is ESSENTIAL 
Let E = C and Z(z) = a; let (II # 0 and 01# V. 
Let S be any sector 0, < arg z < 0s which is contained in Q. 
For the two following lemmas let F be a complex quasi-complete I.c.s. 
LEMMA 4. Let f E &‘(Q, F) be such thut there exists a sequence (a,) of elements 
of F such that for each q E N, 
whereEp(Z)‘Oi~FzfIZ/--tO. ThenforeuchrEN, 
Proof. Let 4 > 0 be such that the circle of center a and radius 6 1 a j is 
contained in Q for every a E S. The Cauchy formula gives 
$f&’ = &- I’ & f (a + E 1 a ( ei”) e-‘*’ &I. 
In this formula replacef(z) by C”= r ,, a,zr + / z jB E(Z) and let a = 1 a j eih (for 
some h). We obtain 
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The last integral tends to 0 if a --+ 0; if we develop (eiA + eeie)” the integrals 
corresponding to each term give 0 except 
hence the result. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let f: R -+ F be continuous in R and continuously dz$ferentiable in
IF! - (0). Let us assume that if x -+ 0 in R then f ‘(x) tends to an element 1 of F. 
Then f is continuously da&rentiable in R and f '(0) = 1. 
The proof based upon the mean value formula in the form f (a + h) - f(u) - 
f ‘(4 . h E rod[f ‘(a + 4 - f ‘WI . h) ( w h ere f denotes the closed convex 
balanced hull in F) is quite easy. 
From the two previous lemmas it follows immediately: 
LEMMA 6. Let f E .%?(Q, F) with the property assumed in Lemma 4; then the 
restriction off to R - {0} may be continued as a C” map ffrom If3 to F such that, 
foreachnEN,fo, --.a,. “P) - 1 
We are now prepared for our counterexample: Let F be an 99 space (that 
is to say a strict inductive limit of an increasing sequence (F,,) of FrCchet spaces). 
Let u,, E F, and II, $ Fnml (for each n). Let us assume that there exists an f in 
.#‘(sZ, F) with the asymptotic expansion C+m r=,, u,zr (in the sense considered 
above); then j would be C” from R to F and, for each n, J Ii/ = n!u, (from the 
previous lemma). It follows from Proposition 1 of Section 5 of [3] that this is 
impossible. 
5. COUNTEREXAMPLE SHOWING THAT THE ASSUMPTION ON E Is ESSENTIAL 
Let E be the countable topological product @” and let F = C. 
Let u0 = 0, u,({(xJiGN)}“) = (xn)n if n > 1. 
Let l((x&.J = x,; choose any oi. 
Let us assume that there exists an f with the properties of the theorem. For 
some n large enough, I’ contains the vector subspace 
Let a = /1(1, 0,O ,... )I]“; for 7, 6 E @ we have 
f h OY., 0, 6, %..)I = (5)” + .* I 7 I* ‘a(q 5) _h_J ?ltellllS 
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if q 2 7t and where ~~(7, 5) ---f 0 if q -+ 0 (7 f 0 and arg TJ + a T 2&r) uni- 
formly for 5 E @ (because 1 Z[T, 0 ,..., 0, [, 0 ,... )]i == 1 77 j 3 (1 /p) a 1 7 / = 
l/P ll(7, 0 ,... , 0, 6, O,...)llv for SOme P > 0). 
Hence for each fixed 5 # 0, 
l$f[(rl, o,..., 0, t, %..)I = e)“. 
nterms 
But we have also: 
fK%o>-.., 0, 6, O,...)] = %(7, 0, 
u_v 
nterms 
where q, has the same properties as cq . 
Hence for each fixed 6 # 0, 
which contradicts a formula above. 
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